Selecting the Right Consultant Team

THIS PAPER PROVIDES

PUBLIC

OUTLINE, TIPS AND

need to hire consultants to prepare studies, engineering reports and preliminary

AGENCIES

of selecting the best team for the project

FREQUENTLY

while providing the consultant the latitude and ability to present their best

or final design plans for various projects.

image and minimize

INSIGHTS THAT WILL

The agency must realize that successfully
hiring a consultant will require a lot of

paper also provides tips and insights
from the perspective of both partners in

their cost. The

ASSIST A PUBLIC AGENCY

preparation and careful thought and is

the process.

just the first step of many in creating a

IN CHOOSINGTHE BEST
CONSULTANT TEAM FOR
A LARGE, INVOLVED
PROJECT.

successful partnership. The ideal situa-

PREPROPOSA1 PREPARATION
Preproposal preparation is the most

tion is a consultant who is prepared to
work as an extension of the agency’s staff
(knowing or learning the culture, preferences, pressures, etc.) and to bring new
ideas or innovations to the process,
The selection process can be costly

public agencies and for consultants. The
need for the project and the goals to be

and time consuming

crucial stage of the process, both for

accomplished
lished. This

should be firmly estabwill help build support

for both consul-

within the agency and establish the pri-

tants and public agencies. Public agen-

ority for the always limited funds avail-

cies must select the best team to deliver

able. During this time there will be a
continuous process of refining the ulti-

the project on time and within budget
to accomplish their goals. Agencies must

mate project, including the scope (pro-

realize that lowest cost should generally

ject limits,

not be the determining

budget (both implementation

criterion

in

basic requirements,

etc.),

and con-

selecting the “best” team since the most

sultant fees, phasing, etc.) and schedule

qualified team may not necessarily submit the lowest proposal. In fact, since

This process should not be done in iso-

(planning,

design and construction).

engineering is generally a small portion

lation from the consultant community.

of the total construction cost for a pro-

An “open” dialogue with consultants

ject, cost should have very little, if any,
weight in the selection process. In addi-

who have expressed interest and those

tion, agencies need to be sensitive to

known to have the expertise that will be
required can be used by a public agency

costs involved for consultants to prepare
materials needed for the selection

to refine and improve its approach to the
project. Consultants who have done

process and especially for presentation at

similar projects may have ideas and sug-

interviews. Ideally, the process should be

gestions about specific work tasks that

appropriately tailored so that the level of

should be included in the scope (but will
probably save unique ideas for their pro-

effort required
of the consultant
matches the size and/or complexity of
the project. Small projects costing less
than
$25,000
to

posal) and can often share some of the
lessons they have learned. Consultants
can also offer opinions about whether

design may be best
handled on a sole-

the budget is realistic. Consultants who

source basis and medium-sized projects
handled using a letter proposal with

undoubtedly evolving with new personnel, expertise, experience and new areas

informal

of emphasis.
Consultants are usually involved in a

scope and proposed

project

schedule. This paper outlines a Qualifications Based Selection model process
for larger, more involved projects that
will accomplish the public agency’s goal

are already known

continuous

process

to an agency are

of researching

upcoming projects to improve their
competitive advantages. If a consultant
■
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staff, a three-stage sequential process is

firms

often utilized. The first stage is a request

agency’s offices for firms responding to a

and enter into a sole-source contract. If

for a short Statement of Qualifications

general announcement

contracting rules or orher circumstances

(SOQS) which is used to short-list the

dictate that a competitive process is necessary, consultants will still be interested

three to five firms who appear to be
most qualified. The SOQS can be lim-

of the letters
following

in ongoing discussions. The more con-

ited to 10 pages or less. This reduces the

address.

the

review time required of the agency staff

more responsive they can be in structur-

and is a good test of the consultant’s

●
Contact
information.

sultants know about the project,

cost required by consultants

and the

amount of review needed by the agency

Letters should be sent to all qualified

●

or be available

ing their approach and writing their pro-

abilities to write concisely. If the number of firms anticipated to submit pro-

appropriate

the team, either within the consultant’s

posals for a project is small, public agen-

available).

own firm or with the appropriate
sub.. .

cies may go directly to the second stage
and request proposals from the short-

suggested

should talk to

several key staff members

within

the

●

●

at rhe public
of the SOQS. All

should

include

the

The submission/deadline date and

posal. This will also help in structuring

consultants. Consultants

person

Description

for additional

of the project

with

reduced size drawings (if

Requirements
outline

of the SOQS.

(A

for the response

include discussion of critical issues, an

should be given in order to make it easier to review and compare the SOQS. A

about the project and how it should be

approach

section

approached. If possible) these should
include the key decision makers and/or

scope of work. A separate paperl has

agency who may have different

ideas

Iisted

firms.

The

proposals

to the project

should

and detailed

for additional

information

should be allowed so the consultant can
provide relevant information which may

the selection panel. This communica-

been published that discusses the information RFPs should contain. Interviews

tion process allows consultants to better

are very frequently the third stage of the

determine which projects they are really

process and should be scheduled only

qualified for and/or have a reasonable

after the proposak are submitted so the

expectation of winning.

agency has time to review the proposals

example, the agency may want consul-

before the interview, This also provides

tants to make the commitment

time

interviews. A multi-stage process is par-

people identified on the project team
will actually have a substantial role in the

ticularly

project.)

SELECTION OF THE RIGHT TEAM
BY THE PUBLIC AGENCY
To select the best consultants

for

for consultants
important

to prepare
if rules

for

require

not have been specifically requested.)
●

Public agency’s responsibilities and

documents available for review.
●

Consultant’s

responsibilities.

(For

that the

Details of the consultant selection

their projects, public agencies need to
follow a specific process which mini-

public notification and a large number
of responses are expected. It is unfair to

process.

mizes the efforts required of all involved

require

schedule that is obviously binding on

but maximizes the likelihood of success-

develop complete proposals.

the consultant but on the agency as well.
It is important to select the date for the

large agencies who hire consultants fre-

DEVELOPING A LIST OF

interview so that it can be set aside and

quently have developed processes that

QUALIFIED CONSULTANTS

numerous

consultants

to

fully selecting the “best” team. Many

●

(This

should

include

fit the schedule of all involved in the

Public agencies developing a list of

agency is required to have an open solic-

qualified co~sultants (eith~r b; preelect-

itation with newspaper announcements.

ion

or from the responses to an open

soliciting SOQS is being sent.

Alternatively a list of consultants can be
developed to whom Request For Quali-

solicitation) should consider the following parameters:

and liability insurance forms.

fications
or Request For Proposals
(RFPs) are sent. Once the proposals are

experience in this type of project?

●

●

Does the consultant have previous

the responses to the RFPs and Statement

have a previously
record?

(SOQS),

selects the

established

●

●

●

Consultant
Public

List to which letters

agency standard

contract

Public agencies must decide how

additional information

Is the firm reputable and do they

of Qualifications

a firm

process.

try to be fair to all involved. Often, the

received, the public agency staff reviews

I

INITIAL SOLICITATION

has already established a mutually beneficial relationship
with the public
agency, there may be sufficient justification to jointly develop the scope of work

consultant

and answers to

questions will be addressed

track

before the SOQS are due. In an attempt
to be fair to all consultants, many agen-

Does the consultant have an office

cies require that all questions be submit-

the interviews, selects the best team and

that is convenient to the agency’s loca-

executes consultant contracts. Finally, a

tion to meet the agency’s need for close

ted in writing so answers can be sent to
all. Other agencies schedule a “reprop-

Notice to Proceed is issued. Each step in
the process is discussed in more detail

coordination?
● Are there any reasons why this con-

osal” meeting at which the agencies
make presentations of their understand-

below.

sultant should not be considered for this

ing of the project and consultants can
ask questions. Both of these approaches

OPEN SOLICITATION PROCESS

project, such as problems with previous
projects, financial stability of the firm,

consultants to be interviewed, conducts

In order to minimize the preparation

●

etc. ?

can be stifling in that questions crucial
to a consultant’s proposed approach may
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not be asked since

this would

also

divulge information to competing firms.
If a public agency’s staff has the time, the
agency should preferably

allow inter-

$10,000 to $20,000 to prepare proposals and be present at an interview, In

speak well of the firm. One way to
obtain a more balanced opinion is to

reviewing RFPs/SOQs

require

to select consul-

tant firms to be interviewed,

public

that the public

agencies’

or

clients’ project managers be identified

ested consultants to schedule individual

agencies should consider the following

for the projects listed as representative

meetings with the agency during which
information
can be more freely

(in addition

experience. Questions which might be

exchanged. As stated earlier, the more

to the parameters

men-

tioned for short listing consultants):
●

Experience of the project manager

asked of references include:
●

Are the firm’s personnel good com-

information consultants have about the

and critical members

proposed project,

similar projects.

open to working closely with the client)?

Qualifications and experience of
sub-consultants proposed as part of the

personnel

the better able they

will be to prepare

comprehensive,

responsive SOQS.

of the team on

●

project team.

SELECTING CONSULTANTS TO BE
INTERVIEWED
Once

all SOQS

Acceptability of the proposed project schedule.
●

and/or proposals

have been received, public agencies can
develop a short list of consultants who
will be invited to an interview. Public
agencies need to be careful in selecting
firms for the final interview and limit

●

Local presence of critical members

of the consultant team.
●

Current workload.

●

References

from

●

Was there continuity
assignment?

in the firm’s

Are the most

experienced personnel initially named in
the SOQ and then substituted with less
experienced personnel later?
● Is the firm
known for being open
and direct in its communications

with

clients?
other

public

Expressed knowledge

●

Does the firm proactively manage

the schedule, budget and even the client?

agencies.
●

municators and good team players (and

and/or cre-

●

How willing is the firm to acknowl-

the number of consultant firms to no

ative ideas about the particular projects.

edge and rectify flaws, errors, omissions,

more than five to be interviewed in a

References are an ofien overlooked
resource. Consultants
are obviously
interested in providing contacts who will

oversights, etc. ?

single day. The limit of five firms is suggested

because

it costs

each

firm

Once the short list of consultants to
be interviewed has been developed, care-

ful consideration

should be given to

able time and effort preparing proposals.
Therefore, as much specific information

whether an interview is necessary. Is one
consultant clearly considered the best by

as to why the consultant firm was not

all the reviewers? If so, are the time and

selected should beprovided as well as an
expression of appreciation for the initial

efforrs of everyone involved in the
process likely to change the outcome

interest in responding.

(selected consultant)? In order to select
at this stage of the process, the RFP
should clearly state that the agency has

INVITATION TO
CONSULTANT INTERVIEWS

this option and interviews are optional.
If the interviews are necessary, short-

selected for interviews, aletter should be

Iisted firms should be notified by phone

sent to each consultant

and in writing.

following information:

Once

At the same time, a letter should be

●

Date,

providing the

time and location

of the

interview (at least one month from the

sent to the consultants not selected for
interviews stating that they were not

date of the letter).
●
List of all consultants
interviewed.

selected and why. Public agencies need
to besensitive totheefforts

up to five firms have been

of firms not

selected for an interview. These consul-

●

Total

time

allocated

being
for

the

interview.

tants may have already spent consider-

% How do you plan to manage the project and from where?
& Who wili be the main author for the study document?

7. Discuss briefly any reIevant projects you have completed.
& A considerable amount of data already exists for this study based on previous
work. How do you plan to use that information and what additional information
will you require?
9. Intelligent transportation systems are an important cmsideration on this project. Dkcuss some aspects you expect to encounter and should address.

10. Who should we contact on your team to resolve technical questions?

11. What are some key issues that could arise between you and other consultants
working on different phases of this project?
12. Interagency involvement is critical. How will you integrate and coordinate
activities among agencies?
13. We are interviewing three very fine firms. Why should we select your firm?

...for very down to earth needs.
Life in the city
can be hectic.
Very hectic.

B

That’s why Tassimco
designs extraordinary signals for
very ordinary needs.
All of our led and fiber optic
signals are rugged and highly
functional. They have been
designed with one thing in mind:
safety.
Tassimco’s high-performance
products can make life in the
city a lot safer. And a little more
relaxed.

14. In your opinion, what is the most critical aspect of this project, and what will
you do to meet that challenge?

15. On which other projects has the project manager worked with this team,
including the sub-consultants?

‘l%simco Technologies Canada Inc.
3100 J. JoMan .4venue. Terrebonne, Cmekc
Canada J6X 4J6
TeIephonw (514) 477-5262 Fax (514) 477-0047
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●

Time allocated for presentation by

to

successful completion or that could

the consultant and for questions.

present problems in delivering the project

● Critical
members of the consultant
team who need to be present at the

as well as reducing the cost of the project?

interview.
●

Name

and title of each public

agency official conducting the interview.
It is strongly recommended that all
interviews be held on one day so that the
selection of the best team can be made
by the interview panel while the information is still fresh in the mind of each
panelist. For most projects, one-hour
interviews are appropriate. They should

●
Are the visual materials of high
quality?
● Does the consultant
understand the
limitations of the funding sources for

the project?
● Has the consultant
prepared a realistic schedule that meets the require-

ments of the project?
● Is the consultant’s
project manager
the best and most experienced person

not be less than one-half hour or longer

for this project? Does this person communicate well, have good management

than one-and-a-half hours.

and interpersonal/technical skills?

CRITERIA FOR RATING
CONSULTANTS DURING THE
INTERVIEW PROCESS
As each consultant team makes its
presentation and answers questions, the
interview panel should consider the following in selecting the best consultant:
●

Does the consultant team under-

stand all aspects of the project?
● Has the consultant
team identified
elements of the project that will be critical

●
How often and how well has the
prime consultant worked with the sub-

consultants on previous projects?
● Does the consultant exhibit an ability
to solve problems and expedite projects?
● Has the consultant
identified intermediate deliverables which will make
project management and tracking the

progress of the project easier?
●
Does the consultant have a good
track record in documentation as the
project progresses?

And cross the street safely!
Crossing a busy city
street can be stressful. Very stressful.
That’s why Tassimco
has designed the
most comprehensive
pedestrian signal
on the market. [t displaysexactly the number of seconds
remaining to cross the street
safely
Tassimco takes some of the
stress out of city streets,
I

Stabilityof Company
Total (maximum points = 100)

11111
Tassimco Technologies Canada In?
3100 L Jordan ,Atenue, ‘Terr?bonne, Qwher
Canada J6\ .iJ6
Telephone: (514) 477-5262 paw (514) 477.0047

*Assignpoints from 0-10
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●

Does the consultant demonstrate a

knowledge of “cutting edge” technology?
● To what
other competing projects
has the consultant committed key mem-

I
‘urning Movement Counts, , from existing loops,

bers of the team?

Are the number of hours estimated
by the consultant to complete the project reasonable?
If all firms are qualified to complete
the project, what special qualities does
the firm have that might make it the
right choice?
Sample interview questions are provided in Table 1. To expedite the selection, a rating form, such as the one
shown in Table 2, can be used to rank
●

Collect turning movement counts directly from 3M CanogtT C400 Loop Detectors.
Works with up to eight, 2 or 4-channel detectors.
Stores turning movement

●

the consultants. Each consultant should
be ranked from one to ten for each

Usesa Windows “based program
Selectcountinterval:

However,

5 Minute
15 Minute
60 Minute
Once per Day

Programmable starfand end times
Model

Select days of the week to count.

C408

Traffic Data Collector

Stores detector and IOODfaults.

aspect of the consultant’s ability. In the
sample ranking form, each criteria is
given equal weight.

counts on 3.7 diskette.

Works in cabhets with shelf mount detectors using
MS Series card racks from RTC.

public

agencies may want to rank consultants
using a “weighted ranking system. It is
necessary to keep the importance of the
interview in perspective. For projects

RTC

RTC Manufacturing,

Inc.

P. O. Box 150189, Arlington, TX 76015

with high visibility and extensive interaction with the public, the interview will
also give an indication of how comfortable the consultant is likely to be in a
public forum, how easy their visual
material is to understand and how they
will interact with the public in answerquestions.
For more technical
projects or ones with limited public involvement, more weight should be given to
references, approach and track record.
The decision about which consultant
team to select should generally be made
on the same day as the interviews are
conducted.

ing

Detector Card Racks

EIme!gency

Vehicle Preenlption
Components

Time Switches
(1, 4 and 8 circuit)

INFORMING CONSULTANTS OF THE
PUBLIC AGENCY’S DECISION
Time Base Coordinator‘s
(4 and 8 circuit)

Once references have been checked
and the best consultant has been selected
for the project, the public agency’s project manager has the task of informing
the best consultant that they have been

School Zone Flashers

selected, as well as informing those con-

Solar &AC

sultants not selected for the project. In
doing so, especially for those firms not
selected for a project, the agency’s project manager should be aware of how
this information is communicated to the

Fire Station Warning
Solar & AC Svstems
Solar Power Svstems
Solar Panels & Components

RTC

RTC Manufacturing,

Inc.

P. O. Box 150189, Arlington, TX 76015

consultant’s contact person. The project
manager should remember that the conITEJOURNAL/ SEPTEMBER
1997
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sultant has spent a great deal of time,
money and effort in reaching this point
in the selection process. The public
agency’s project manager should provide
specific information as to why a specific
team was selected and how the consultants not selected might improve their
approach

to future projects

with the

agency. Conversely consultants should
welcome honest feedback on their
efforts; the temptation to express dissatisfaction with the decision is natural but
should be resisted.

FINAL CONSULTANT
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
Once the best consultant

has been

selected, the public agency and the successful firm will finalize the scope of

process. The system requires them

Journal (May 1989).

to submit, in good faith, their
very best ideas and techniques,
with no control over what happens to their material. In this situation clients have the responsibility to handle with care the trust
consultants invest in them. ”
The final steps will be to have the
consultants complete the standard consultant contract agreements, complete
insurance forms and issue a Notice to
Proceed. Regularly scheduled meetings
should be held throughout the life of the
project to update the project schedule
including the tasks remaining to be
completed and coordinating the submittals by the consultant for review by the
public agency.

consideration,

or sub-consultants

on

another team may have unique capabilities. These changes can result in a better
project but should be approached very
carefully,

even if they are relatively

Urban

Transportation

Monitor

2, 1990).

3. Qual@cations

Based Selection; A Guide fir

the Selection of Professional Consultant
fir Public Owners, 2nd ed, Architects
neers

Conference

October
4.

Committee

Services

and Engi-

of California,

1993.
Mini

Brooks

Bill SB 419. Sections

4525-4529, Chapter 10, Division 5. Tile of
the Government Code, January 1990.

....................................................
DAVIDE.
HATTAN,

work. Good ideas or graphic aids suggested by other firms may have merit for

The

2.
(March

QUALITY BASED
SELECTION MANUAL

PE., is an Associate

The Consulting Engineers and Land

with Felrburg Holt &

Surveyors of California (CELSOC) has
prepared a comprehensive
manual

Colorado. He has over

called, Quali~ BczsedSelection; A Guide

28years of e.qerience

Ulevig in Denue~

minor. Too many changes can be an
indication that the selection process was

fir the Selection ofProj%sional Consr.dtant
Servicesfir Public Owners.s The manual

enginening and transportation planning. He

flawed,

contains a detailed description of the
QBS process and provides sample rating

received a B. S. C.E. from the Uniuersi9 of

and the best team was not

selected. An editorial in The Urban
Transportation Monitor z summarized
this situation:
“...a surprisingly

larger per-

centage of transportation

profes-

sionals interviewed at public agen-

good

technique

found

a

in an

unsuccessful proposal to the consultant who was selected. Many

Colorado, Boula2c and an MS. C.E. jiom the

forms as well as letters and other forms

Universip of Calj$ornia, Berkeley Hattan is a

that may be used when following the
QBS process. Copies of the QBS man-

Fe[low of ITE and a PaJt Intermttional Dirertor

ual can be obtained

(916/441-7991;

from CELSOC

NAZIRLALANI

fax: 916/441-6312).

cies (640/o)do not feel that there is
anything wrong in mentioning

in al aspects of trafic

is current~ City Trans-

RECOMMENDATION

portation Engineer

Many public agencies are now following the Qualifications Based Selec-

Buenavvrrtura, Cal$or-

tion (QBS) process. It is recommended

nia. PreuiOus~, he wa

with the City of San

consultants are extremely uncom-

that public agencies who need to hire

Senior Transportation

fortable about this situation. They

consultants

and Development

for projects should follow

feel that their well thought out,

the QBS manual or the above process

Engineer with Santa Barbara County Prior to

hard-earned,

because they meet the needs of consul-

coming to call~orrria, Nazir worked as Principal

proprietary

tech-

niques are being made available

tants,

free of charge to their competition... .Recognizing the code of

agency, and minimize misunderstandings. California public agencies should

orado, He also has heki loca[government ttafic

ethics for engineers and similar

also be aware of the specific require-

Ari.wna, and the Greater London Council, Eng-

stipulations for other disciplines,

ments of Senate Bill 4194 which also

land He obtained a materi

it would seem entirely appropriate
for clients to ask permission from

outlines the form of a QBS process that
public agencies are required to follow in

neeringfiom Arimna State Universiq and is cur-

a consultant to use a part of their
proposal, and when permission is

California.

states of Calcfomia and Colorado. Nazir bm just

given, to give due credit. Consul-
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